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As the COVID-19 pandemic rages on, scientists continue to investigate the links between 
COVID-19 morbidity and various social, economic, and environmental determinants, including 
but not limited to age, sex, ethnicity, residential location, median household income, and air 
pollution exposure. Upon layered examination of these factors, the overlapping nature of one 
determinant becomes apparent and may prove to be a more important predictor of COVID-19 
disparities: land use.  

  
The United States has a long and strained history of land use and land governance, including 

mass displacement of Indigenous Peoples, gender and ethnic limitations on land ownership, and 
unfair mortgage lending practices. At the Federal level, housing segregation was formerly 
supported and often precluded minority homeowners from purchasing high value property. At the 
local level, decisions on land-use classification and the upzoning of parcels led to hazardous 
facilities being cited adjacent to minority and other vulnerable residential communities.  

  
Despite policies enacted to protect against housing discrimination, there are long lasting 

impacts of these decades-long practices. Minority and other vulnerable populations are often 
confined to high-risk residential areas and adversely impacted by compounding and interacting 
factors, including limited physical mobility, lower property value, under-resourced school 
districts, and physical segregation from essential services (e.g., food deserts and low physician 
density). This confinement inevitably leads to disproportionately higher exposure to toxic air 
pollutants from adjacent roadways, industrial sources, or intermodal transport facilities.  

  
COVID-19 susceptibility coincides with confined residential areas, and confined populations 

commonly provide essential services, increasing their risk of contracting the associated virus. 
Moreover, working in essential services has a strong correlation with lower educational attainment, 
with the exception of healthcare professionals. Educational attainment is a strong determinant of 
social mobility, and high-quality early childhood education promotes social mobility and the 
ability to migrate from high-risk, confined residential areas. The quality of early childhood 
education is commonly degraded in communities flanked by industrial facilities due to fewer 
public resources for schools and frequent absences induced by illnesses brought on by chronic 
exposure to air pollution (e.g., asthma). Ambient monitoring does not always capture the impacts 
of these sources due to dilution and transport of pollutants, however, deposition onto nearby 
communities is commonly observed.  

  
It is critical to consider historical land-use practices in air pollution mitigation and public-

health management decisions to mitigate the multi-generational, compounding impacts of 
confined residential spaces. Disproportionate impacts on historically susceptible communities will 
continue to persist unless land-use equity is made a priority at all levels of governance.   
 
 


